
 

Service – Remembrance (Year B)   
 
This is a suggested order of service for this week’s resources. You are, of 
course, entitled to make any changes you wish to this. There are a set of 
PowerPoint Slides to match this service, but these, too, can be changed if you 
wish. 
 
We assume that you have musicians who can play all the songs, but failing this 
videos of the songs are provided and there also alternative songs offered. 
 
If you are using projection the Remembrance section is separate so that it can be 
used at any point during the service. Click on the poppy in the bottom right hand 
corner of any slide to go to the slides for the Act of Remembrance. When you 
come to the end of that part you will be returned to the original point in the main 
presentation. Make sure you download both sets of PowerPoint Slides and keep 
them in the same folder. 
 
If you want to use a video for any of the songs then delete all but the first slide of 
the song, insert the video into the first slide and then stretch it to fit. The videos to 
“God is our strength and refuge” and “War, what is it good for?” are already 
inserted into the main presentation. The “British Conflicts since 1945” video is 
already inserted into the Remembrance presentation. If you don’t want to use 
these then delete either the whole slide or the video on the slide. 
 
If you are using any of the videos please ensure that these, too, are downloaded 
and save in the same folder as the presentations. 



Suggested Order of Service 
 
Video  “God is our strength and refuge” by Richard Bewes 
 
Prayer  Call to worship 
 
Hymn  Great is the Lord and most worthy of praise 

STF 50, SOF 145, MP 199, TS 137 
 

Prayers Approach, Praise and Connfession 
 
Hymn  O Lord, the clouds are gathering, SOF 429, MP 509, TS 399 
 
Reading Micah 4:1-8 
 
  War Diaries part 1 
 
Liturgical Psalm God is our refuge and strength (Psalm 46), STF 810 
 
  War Diaries part 2 
 
Hymn  The world is looking for a hero, SOF 1052 
 
  War Diaries part 3 
 
Reading John 15:9-12 
 
  Suggested Remembrance Section (see below) 
 
Prayers Intercessions and Offertory 
 
Hymn  For the healing of the nations, HP 402, RAS 620, CP 427, STF 696 
 
Blessing 
 
Option  Video – War what is is good for? 
 
Suggested Remembrance Section 
 
See notes above   
 
  Two Minutes Silence (with video if desired) 
 
  At the going down of the sun ….. 
 
Hymn  By a monument of marble, STF 131, Author's preferred version 
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